An in-tournament is a loopless digraph without multiple arcs and cycles of length 2 such that the negative neighborhood of every vertex induces a tournament. This paper tackles the problem of vertex k-pancyclicity in strong in-tournaments of order n, i.e., every vertex belongs to a cycle of length l for every k 6 l 6 n. In 2001, Tewes and Volkmann (J. Graph Theory 36 (2001) 84) gave sharp lower bounds for the minimum degree such that a strong in-tournament is vertex k-pancyclic for k 6 5 and k ¿ n − 3. In accordance with a family of examples (see J. Graph Theory 36 (2001) 84) and their results, they conjectured that every strong in-tournament of order n with minimum degree greater than
Terminology and introduction
Throughout this paper we will consider ÿnite digraphs without loops and multiple arcs. As usual for a digraph D its vertex set is denoted by V (D) and the arc set by E(D). For two distinct vertices u; v ∈ V (D), the notation u → v is used to indicate that there is an arc from u to v. We also write uv ∈ E(D) and say that u and v are adjacent, where u is called a negative neighbor of v and v is called a positive neighbor of u. Moreover, let D1 and D2 be two disjoint subdigraphs of D. If there is an arc from every vertex in D1 to every vertex in D2, then we say that D1 dominates D2, indicated by D1 → D2. In the case D1 = {z} (D2 = {ẑ}), we also use the short form z → D2 (D1 →ẑ).
For an arbitrary vertex z ∈ V (D) . Whenever we refer to cycles and paths, we mean by this oriented cycles and oriented paths. A cycle C of length k is also called a k-cycle. We say that a digraph D is strongly connected or just strong, if for every pair of distinct vertices (u; v), u; v ∈ V (D), there is a path from u to v. A digraph D is connected, if the underlying graph is connected. We only consider connected digraphs in this paper. Deÿnition 1.1. An in-tournament is a digraph without cycles of length 2 such that the negative neighborhood of every vertex induces a tournament. Deÿnition 1.2. Let D be a digraph of order n, and let 3 6 k 6 n be an integer. We call D vertex k-pancyclic, if every vertex belongs to a cycle of length l for every k 6 l 6 n. For k = 3, we also use the short term vertex-pancyclic. Deÿnition 1.3. A non-Hamiltonian cycle C of length k in a digraph D is extendable, if there exists a (k + 1)-cycle C in D such that V (C) ⊆ V (C ).
The cycle structure of tournaments has been studied intensively. As a ÿrst contribution to this topic, Camion [2] proved in 1959 that every strong tournament is Hamiltonian. As a generalization of this result, Moon [3] proved in 1966, that every strong tournament is even vertex pancyclic. In 1993, it was shown by Bang-Jensen et al. [1] that the statement of Camion's theorem is still valid for in-tournaments, i.e., every strong in-tournament contains a Hamiltonian cycle. However, the n-cycle illustrates that there are strong in-tournaments, where this is the only cycle length that occurs. Hence, there is no analogue to Moon's theorem for this class of digraphs.
In [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , the authors focused on aspects dealing with the cycle structure of strong in-tournaments. In particular, they investigate the in uence of the minimum degree and the minimum indegree on the cycle structure of strong in-tournaments. For example, Tewes and Volkmann [8] have presented the following sharp result. [8] ). Let D be a strong in-tournament of order n such that
Conjecture 1.5 (Tewes and Volkmann
for some integer k with 3 6 k 6 n − 1. Then D is vertex k-pancyclic.
Theorem 1.4 says that Conjecture 1.5 is valid for k = 5. In addition, Tewes and Volkmann [8] have proved that this conjecture is also true for k = 3; 4 and k ¿ n − 3.
If we choose k = 6 in (1), then we obtain 9(n − 6 − 1) 5 + 6 · 6 + (−1) 6 
In this paper we show that every strong in-tournament of order n ¿ 6 (n = 14; 15; 16) and minimum degree greater than 16n−39 73 is vertex 6-pancyclic, i.e., we prove Conjecture 1.5 for k = 6 and almost all n. The proof consists of two parts stated as Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. After ensuring that every vertex of such a strong in-tournament is contained in a 6-cycle in Theorem 2.1, we inductively deduce the same for larger cycle lengths in Theorem 2.2. . Then every vertex of D is contained in a cycle of length 6.
Main results
Proof. (1) Let x ∈ V (D) be an arbitrary vertex with negative neighborhood N0 and positive neighborhood N1. Obviously, D[N0] is a tournament. Deÿne n0 = |N0| and n1 = |N1|. Let A = {x} ∪ N0 ∪ N1, and suppose to the contrary that x does not belong to a 6-cycle in D. Now we consider the arcs which may lead from N1 to N0.
and let z1z2 : : : z |S| be a Hamiltonian path of the tournament D[S]. If |S| ¿ 4, then D contains the 6-cycle z1z2z3z4xyz1, where y ∈ N1 denotes a negative neighbor of z1. Thus, |S| 6 3. Analogously, we derive a contradiction, if d − (z; N1) ¿ 4 for some z ∈ S.
Firstly, assume that there exists a vertex z ∈ S with d − (z; N1) = 3, say {y1; y2; y3} → z for three distinct vertices y1; y2; y3 ∈ N1. Without loss of generality, let y1 → y2 and y2 → y3. − (z1; N1) = 1, since otherwise D contains the 6-cycle z1z2z3xy1y2z1, where y1; y2 ∈ N − (z1; N1) and, without loss of generality, y1 → y2. Let N − (z1; N1) = {y}, b ∈ N − (z2; N1), and assume that y = b. Obviously, b and z1 are adjacent, where z1 → b, since we have already seen that d − (z1; N1) = 1. But then there exists the 6-cycle z1bz2z3xyz1, a contradiction to our assumption. Thus, we have N − ({z1} ∪ {z2}; N1) = {y}. If there exists a vertex b ∈ N − (z3; N1) such that y = b, then we analogously to above obtain the 6-cycle z1z2bz3xyz1 in D. Hence, in this case, we have d
and there exists a vertex y ∈ N1 such that y → {z1; z2; z3}. Now consider the situation, when S = {z1; z2}. Again, it follows from above that d − (z1; N1); d − (z2; N1) 6 2. Without loss of generality, let z1 → z2. Let N − (z1; N1) = {a1; a2}, b ∈ N − (z2; N1) ÿrst, and, without loss of generality, let a1 → a2. Assume that ai = b for i = 1; 2. Obviously, b and z1 are adjacent, where z1 → b, since d − (z1; N1) 6 2. Then we obtain the 6-cycle z1bz2xa1a2z1 in D, a contradiction. Now let a ∈ N − (z1; N1), N − (z2; N1) = {b1; b2}, and, without loss of generality, let b1 → b2. Suppose that a = bi for i = 1; 2. Then the vertices z1 and b1 are adjacent, where the preceding implies that z1 → b1. But then there exists the 6-cycle az1b1b2z2xa, a contradiction. In putting these two cases together, we obtain that
Summing up, we have the following four cases: Either |S| = 0, or S = {z} with d − (z; N1) 6 3, or S = {z1; z2} with
and there exists a vertex y ∈ N1 such that y → {z1; z2; z3}.
Since n ¿ 18, we have ¿ 4. In particular, n0; n1 ¿ 4. (3) We now prove the existence of two vertices v0 ∈ N0, v1 ∈ N1 such that d − (v0; N0) 6 . Note that n1 ¿ 4 implies that V (D1) = ∅. There is no arc from v1 to y1, since otherwise D contains the cycle v1y1y2yzxv1 of length 6. It follows that d + (v1; N1) 6 . In the case S = {z} and d − (z; N1) = 3, let y1; y2; y3 ∈ N1 such that {y1; y2; y3} → z. It is not di cult to check that the arc vyi does not exist for every v ∈ N1 − {y1; y2; y3}, i = 1; 2; 3.
, and we have the existence of v1 for the case S = {z}. Analogously, we show the existence of the vertex v0. Now consider the situation, when S = {z1; z2}. Without loss of generality, let z1 → z2. In reusing the arguments from above, we have the existence of v1, if
y2}, where y1 = y2. Without loss of generality, let y1 → z1 and y2 → z2. Obviously, the vertices z1 and y2 are adjacent. If y2 → z1, then y1 and y2 are adjacent and we can proceed with the argumentation of the above settled case, when |S| = 1 and
. Hence, v1 exists in this case. In considering the positive neighbors of z2 in N0, we easily obtain the existence of v0.
In the last case, let S = {z1; z2; z3} and y ∈ N1 such that y → {z1; z2; z3}. Without loss of generality, let z1 → z2 and z2 → z3. If y ? → y for some y ? ∈ N1 − {y}, then x belongs to the 6-cycle xy ? yz1z2z3x in D, a contradiction. Hence, it follows that d − (y; N1) = 0 which implies the existence of the vertex v1. For i = 1; 2 and 3, note that ziz ? ∈ E(D) for every z ? ∈ N0 − {z1; z2; z3} (otherwise 6-cycle). This implies the existence of v0. Thus, we have shown the existence of the vertices v0 and v1 in all possible cases.
. By the way v0 and v1 have been chosen, we deduce that
. We now prove that N 1 = ∅. Assume to the contrary that N 1 = ∅. Then it follows that
¿ and hence, n1 ¿ 2 + 1. Next, we show the existence of a vertex c ∈ N1 such that N c = N + (c; D − A) = ∅. If S = ∅, then the existence of such a vertex is obvious due to the strong connectivity of D. Hence, let S = {z} with N − (z; N1) = {y} ÿrst. Again, it follows that d − (y; N1) 6 2 (otherwise 6-cycle). If N − (y; N1) = {y1; y2}, then both the vertices y1 and y2 have no negative neighbor in N1 − {y1; y2} and c exists by the strong connectivity of D. Recall that n1 ¿ 4. In the case N − (y; N1) = {y1}, we conclude that
Since D is strong and n1 ¿ 4, we have the existence of c again. Otherwise, N − (y1; N1) = ∅ and the existence of c is evident. Furthermore, it is easy to see that c exists, if N − (y; N1) = ∅. Now let S = {z} with N − (z; N1) = {y1; y2}. Without loss of generality, let y1 → y2. Obviously, d − (y1; N1) 6 1. In the case y ∈ N − (y1; N1), one can easily verify that both y and y2 have no negative neighbor in N1 − {y; y1; y2}. Again, the strong connectivity of D implies the existence of the vertex c. If N − (y1; N1) = ∅, we similarly obtain c in considering the negative neighbors of y2 in N1.
If S = {z} with N − (z; N1)={y1; y2; y3}, then again there is no arc from N1 −{y1; y2; y3} to {y1; y2; y3}, since otherwise x is contained in a 6-cycle in D. Hence, since D is strong, the vertex c exists in the case |S| = 1.
Analogously, we are done, if |S|=2 with |N − (S; N1)|=1 or |S|=3. In the case S={z1; z2} with N − (S; N1)={y1; y2} (y1 = y2), let, without loss of generality, z1 → z2, y1 → z1 and y2 → z2. Obviously, the vertices z1 and y2 are adjacent. If y2 → z1, then y1 and y2 are adjacent and we can proceed with the argumentation of the above settled case, when |S| = 1 and
Again, since D is strong, we have the existence of c. Therefore, the vertex c exists in all cases.
Let ! ∈ N c be an arbitrary vertex. By the deÿnition of N0 and N1, we have that d + (!; {x} ∪ N1) = 0. Moreover, we deduce that d + (!; N0) 6 2. Otherwise, let z1; z2; z3 ∈ N + (!; N0) and, without loss of generality, let z1 → z2, z2 → z3. Then we obtain the 6-cycle c!z1z2z3xc contradicting our assumption. Thus,
which implies the contradiction n ¡ 7. 
and hence the contradiction n ¡ 7. Therefore, it follows that N 1 = ∅. Deÿne n 1 = |N 1 |, and let n 1 ¿ 3 ÿrst. Next, we show the existence of a vertex
Transferring the situation from S in (2) to S , we obtain by the same arguments either |S | = 0, or S = {z1} with d − (z1; N 1 ) 6 2, or S = {z1; z2} with d − (z1; N 1 ) = d − (z2; N 1 ) = 1 and there exists a vertex y ∈ N 1 such that y → {z1; z2}. Also, we can transfer the existence of the vertex v1 in (3) to the existence of the vertex v 1 . Note that we consider the case, when n 1 ¿ 3.
Let
). In reusing the ÿrst part of the argumentation in (4), we again obtain the existence Furthermore, we deduce that d + (! ; N0) 6 1. Altogether, this implies d
, and since ni ¿ for i = 0; 1, we again derive the contradiction N 1 ∪ N 1 ) ). Clearly,
. Suppose that n 1 = 0 which implies that n 1 ¿ 2 + 1. We then prove the existence of a vertex c ∈ N 1 such that
Let ! ∈ N c be an arbitrary vertex. Then again, by the deÿnition of N0; N1; N 1 and N 1 , we have that
+ (! ; N0) = 0, since otherwise we obtain the cycle xv1v 1 c ! zx of length 6, where z ∈ N0 denotes a positive neighbor of ! . Thus, we conclude that
We deduce that
which implies the contradiction n ¡ 7.
. Analogously to the argumentation for ! , we deduce that
Since n0 ¿ ; n 1 ¿ −
and n1 ¿ , it follows that . We even have d
, since there is no arc from !1 to v 1 . Assume that !1 → z for some z ∈ N0. Necessarily, we have y = z, otherwise consider the 6-cycle xv1!1zv 1 yx. Hence, the vertices 
and therefore the contradiction n ¡ 18. Hence, we consider the case, when |N 1 | = − 2. Let z1; z2 ∈ N0 such that v 1 → {z1; z2}, and, without loss of generality, let z1 → z2. It follows that v0 ∈ N0 − {z1; z2}, since otherwise the vertices v 0 and v 1 are adjacent, a contradiction. For the same reason, there is no arc from v 0 to z1 and z2. If the arc z1v 0 exists, then we obtain the 6-cycle xv1v 1 z1v 0 v0x contradicting our assumption. Therefore, the vertices z1 and v 0 are not adjacent and we conclude that
which contradicts n ¿ 18. 
which again contradicts n ¿ 18. 
and we ÿnally derive the contradiction n ¡ 18.
Remark 1. Bang-Jensen et al. [1] showed that every strong in-tournament is Hamiltonian and thus, Theorem 2.1 is still true for n = 6. For n = 7; 8; 9, the result follows by a theorem of Tewes and Volkmann (see [8] , Theorem 4:3). Now we apply Theorem 1.4. Since the values n = 12; 13; 17 yield the same condition for in both cases , the above result remains valid for these values as well. A tedious case analysis carried out by the authors shows that Theorem 2.1 is also true for n = 10; 11. The result could probably be extended to the missing values n = 14; 15; 16, but the improvement may not be worth the additional e ort. . If x ∈ V (D) is contained in a cycle of length k for some 6 6 k 6 n − 1, then x belongs to a (k + 1)-cycle.
Proof. All subscripts appearing in this proof are taken modulo the cycle length k. Since every strong in-tournament is Hamiltonian (see [1] ), we are done for k = n − 1. Hence, assume that k 6 n − 2 for the rest of the proof. Let = (D), and let x ∈ V (D) be a vertex that belongs to a k-cycle C for some 6 6 k 6 n − 2. Clearly, n ¿ 8 and hence we have ¿ 2. Let C = u1u2 : : : u k u1 such that u1 = x, and suppose that C is not extendable, since otherwise there is nothing to show. We assume to the contrary that x does not belong to a (k + 1)-cycle in D.
Since D is strong and |V (C)| 6 n − 2, there exists an arc ui 0 y in D leading from C to D − C. Let 1 6 i0 6 k be the smallest such integer and deÿne N1 = N + (ui 0 ; D − C) and N0 = {z ∈ V (D − C) : d + (z; C) ¿ 0}. Since C is not extendable, it follows by the in-tournament property that d + (y; C) = 0 for every vertex y ∈ N1 and that N0 → C. In particular, N0 = N − (uj; D − C) for every uj ∈ V (C) and N0 ∩ N1 = ∅. Let ni denote the cardinality of Ni, where ni ¿ 0 for i = 0; 1, and let v1 ∈ N1 with d + (v1; N1) 6
. By the above, we even have
Since A contains ui 0 as well as the positive and negative neighborhood of ui 0 , it follows that |A| ¿ 2 + 1 and therefore n 0 +n 1 2
. We consider three cases with respect to i0. Case 1: i0 = 1. In this case, there is no arc from N1 to N0. Otherwise, let y1 ∈ N1 and y0 ∈ N0 such that y1y0 ∈ E(D), which implies that x=u1 is contained in the (k +1)-cycle xy1y0u3u4 : : : u k x, a contradiction to our assumption. Next, we show that N 1 = ∅. Assume to the contrary that N 1 = ∅, then
¿ which implies that n1 ¿ 2 + 1. Since D is strong, there is a shortest path W from v1 to C. Let s ∈ V (W ) be the ÿrst vertex that is not in N1. It follows from above that s ∈ N0 ∪ V (C) and hence, there exists a vertex c ∈ N1 such that N c = N + (c; D − A) = ∅. Let ! ∈ N c be an arbitrary vertex. We deduce that there is no arc leading from ! to N0, since otherwise D contains the (k + 1)-cycle xc!zu4u5 : : : u k x, where z ∈ N0 denotes a positive neighbor of !. By the deÿnition of N0, there is no arc from ! to any vertex in V (C). Moreover, there is no vertex y ∈ N1 such that ! → y. Otherwise, ! and x are adjacent, where x → ! contradicts the deÿnition of N1 and ! → x contradicts the deÿnition of N0. Therefore, |N
If N 0 = ∅ as well, then n0 ¿ 2 + 1, and since k ¿ 6, we have
a contradiction. Hence, let v 0 ∈ N 0 be an arbitrary vertex. Analogously to the above argumentation for !, we conclude that the vertex v 0 has no positive neighbor in N1. If y → v 0 for some y ∈ N1, then D contains the (k + 1)-cycle xyv 0 v0u4u5 : : : u k x which contradicts the assumption. Thus, there is no arc between v 0 and N1. Analogously, we can show that there is no adjacency between v 0 and N + (!). Note that N + (!) ∩ {v 0 } = ∅ (otherwise (k + 1)-cycle xc!v 0 v0u5u6 : : : u k x). It follows that
and we derive the contradiction n ¡ 7. Therefore, suppose that N 1 = ∅ in the following, and deÿne n i = |N i |, i = 0; 1. Clearly, n i ¿ − 
, it follows that n 1 ¿ −
Again, since D is strong, there exists a vertex c ∈ N 1 such that
Let ! ∈ N c be an arbitrary vertex. As above for v 1 , it follows that d + (! ; A ∪ N 0 ) = 0. Assume that ! → s for some s ∈ N 1 . Then ! and v1 are adjacent, where v1 → ! , since d + (! ; N1) = 0. This contradicts the deÿnition of N 1 .
, n1 ¿ 1 and k ¿ 6, we summarize that
which is a contradiction again.
. Again, the same argumentation as above for the vertex !
, n1 ¿ 1 and k ¿ 6, we derive the contradiction n ¿ |V (C)| + n0 + n 0 + n1 + n 1 + n 1
Hence, n 1 ¿ 0 in the following. Let v 1 ∈ N 1 with d + (v 1 ; N 1 ) 6
. By the deÿnition of N0; N1; N 1 and N 1 , we see that d
, then x is contained in the (k + 1)-cycle xv1v 1 v 1 v 1 sv0u7 : : : u k x (contradiction). The same argument yields that v 1 has no positive neighbor in N0. We recap that
= n − k − n0 + n 0 + n1 + n 1 + n 1 + n 1 + 1 2 :
, n1 ¿ 1 and k ¿ 6, we deduce
Case 2: 1 ¡ i0 ¡ k.
Recall that x = u1. The minimality of i0 implies that d + (x; C) = d + (x) ¿ and thus, k ¿ + 2 in this case. Furthermore,
, and we deduce that
There are no vertices yi in Ni, i = 0; 1, such that y1 → y0, since otherwise . Following the above argumentation concerning the outdegree of !, we analogously deduce that d + (s; A) = 0 for every vertex s ∈ N 1 and that
, ni ¿ 1 for i = 0; 1 and k ¿ 6, we obtain
Hence, ¿ 16·12−39 73 which implies ¿ 3. Now assume that v 1 → s for some s ∈ N 0 . If i0 6 k − 3, then i0 + 4 6 k + 1 and x is contained in the (k + 1)-cycle ui 0 v1v 1 sv0ui 0 +4 : : : ui 0 . For i0 = k − 2, consider the positive neighbors of x and note that d + (x; C) = d + (x) ¿ 3. Let t be the smallest integer, 3 6 t 6 k − 2, such that x → ut. If t = 3, then x belongs to the (k + 1)-cycle u k−2 v1v 1 sv0xu3u4 : : : u k−2 . Hence, t ¿ 3. It follows that the vertices ut−1 and x are adjacent, where ut−1 → x by the minimality of t. The (k +1)-cycle u k−2 v1v 1 sv0u3 : : : ut−1xut : : : u k−2 contradicts our assumption. In the case i0 = k − 1, let t be deÿned as above, 4 6 t 6 k − 1. If t = 4, then we obtain the cycle u k−1 v1v 1 sv0xu4 : : : u k−1 of length k + 1, a contradiction. For t ¿ 4, we deduce analogously to above that ut−1 → x, which implies the existence of the (k + 1)-cycle u k−1 v1v 1 sv0u4 : : : ut−1xut : : : u k−1 .
Thus, there is no arc from . Analogously to the above argumentation concerning the outdegree of ! , we deduce that d + (v 1 ; A ∪ N 1 ) = 0. Suppose that v 1 has a positive neighbor in N 0 , say s. If n ¿ 17, then ¿ 4 and we analogously to above derive a contradiction in considering the positive neighbors of x for the cases i0 6 k − 4, i0 = k − 3, i0 = k − 2 and i0 = k − 1. Therefore, we consider the case, when n 6 16 and d + (x; C) = = 3.
Since n 1 ¿ − Assume that v 0 → z for some z ∈ N 1 . It follows again that v 0 → v 1 (otherwise 7-cycle u4v1v 1 v 0 v0xu3u4). Then, v 0 → v1 (otherwise 7-cycle u4v1v 0 v0u6xu3u4). Thus, u4 and v 0 are adjacent, again a contradiction. There is also no arc from v 0 to N1 ∪ N 1 , and we analogously to above derive the contradiction d + (v 0 ) 6 2. In the last case, let i0 = 5. If x → u5, then D contains the cycle u5v1v 1 v 1 sv0xu5 of length 7 (contradiction). Hence, x → {u2; u3; u4}. Following the argumentation in the above settled case, when i0 = 4, we analogously come to a contradiction.
Hence, we have shown that there is no arc from v 1 to any vertex in N 0 . We summarize that d + (v 1 ) 6 n 1 − 1 2 + n − (k + n0 + n 0 + n1 + n 1 + n 1 )
= n − k − n0 + n 0 + n1 + n 1 + n 1 + 1 2 :
, n i ¿ − which implies the contradiction n ¡ − 17.
